The pure rotation spectra of molecules in 25 vibrationally excited states of perdeuterated furazan, C 2 D 2 N 2 0, have been studied by double resonance modulation (DRM) microwave spectroscopy. Twelve of these spectra have been correlated, -on the basis of relative intensity measurements under DRM -, with fundamental vibrations as previously established by IR spectroscopy. Rotational parameters for these 12 fundamental levels are reported, and the contributions to the effective rotational constants and to the inertia defect of the ground state of d 2 -furazan have been determined for 10 modes of vibration.
I. Introduction
In the preceding paper [1 a] we have reported the pure rotational spectra of twelve vibrationally excited states of the heterocyclic compound furazan, C 2 H 2 N 2 0. These spectra were shown to arise from molecules in the first excited levels of the twelve lowest fundamental vibrations of this molecule. The experimental work for that study had been carried out concurrently with the study by DRM microwave spectroscopy of the rotation spectra of isotopic forms, which was necessary for the determination of the complete substitution structure of this compound [1 b] .
While the sensitivity and, more importantly, the molecular selectivity provided by the double resonance modulation (DRM) technique [ld, e], [2] readily allowed the otherwise expensive isotopomers with 13 C, 15 N and ls O to be studied in their natural abundances, the comparatively inexpensive isotopic forms d r furazan [1 c] and d 2 -furazan, C 2 D 2 N 2 0, were synthesised to facilitate their spectroscopic investigation. The resulting availability of a sample of d 2 -furazan (~80% enriched) allowed not only a second independent and complete determination of the ring structure of furazan [1 b ], but it also invited a repetition of the rotational study of vibrationally excited states of this isotopomer.
In view of the fact that the satellites in the rotational spectrum due to excitation of each of the 12 lowest fundamental vibrations of normal furazan had been identified and analysed before [1 a] , such a duplication of earlier work was considered as little more than a routine exercise in DRM spectroscopy which, nevertheless, would help the isotopic work then in hand. However, it soon became apparent that this lightheartedly begun study was to reveal a number of unexpected deviations from the previous data on excited states of normal furazan which, in turn, demanded a little bit more perseverance than had been expected initially. These differences between the present results and the previous data seem to justify the publication of this work. This appears also warranted by the fact that relatively little information exists in the literature concerning the variation of rotational parameters of vibrationally excited states upon deuteration of a compound of this size.
II. Experimental
The preparation of d 2 -furazan has been described earlier [lb] . The instrumental aspects of the present work were essentially identical with those described in the preceding paper [la] . A few DRM experiments however, which involved pump frequencies below the cut-off frequency of X-band waveguide (14.1 GHz), were conducted with a waveguide absorption cell of the next larger standard cross-section (J-band), and this resulted in the expected reduction of available pump power density by a factor 4. Additionally, the range of signal frequencies was slightly extended to just over 40 GHz.
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III. Spectroscopic Results

a) Rotational Assignments
Efficient DR-double search techniques for the assignment of vibrational satellite transitions in the pure rotation spectra of molecules have been described earlier [ld, e], and details of the application of these techniques in the case of normal furazan are described in the preceding paper [1 a] . Those same DRM procedures were also applied in the present study of perdeuterated furazan, and they resulted in the rotational assignment of transitions from twelve fundamental, ten combination and three overtone levels of vibration. A DR-map [1 d] showing frequency displacements of satellites for the DR-connected transitions 4 04 ->4 13 -+>4 22 is given as Figure 1 . Rotational parameters for the G.S. and the 12 lowest fundamentals of d 2 -furazan, together with statistical information on each spectrum, is collected in Table 1 . Measured frequencies of rotational transitions of molecules in the G.S. and in those 12 fundamental levels are given as an Appendix.
b) Correlation of Satellite Spectra with Particular
Modes of Vibration
It was expected at the outset of this study that the rotation-vibration constants a, for perdeuterated furazan would closely resemble those found for corresponding modes in normal furazan. On that basis, the rotation spectra of particular excited states seemed qualitatively predictable, and the displacement of satellite transitions from the G.S. lines was anticipated to resemble the pattern found in normal furazan. An extensive study of relative intensities for the purpose of ascertaining vibrational symmetries and, ultimately, for the correlation of assigned spectra with the excitation of particular modes of vibration and with the known IR data [3] for d 2 -furazan, was expected to be unnecessary. However, these obviously too naive expectations were not fulfilled (see Fig. 2 ), and a consideration of the influence of symmetry and spin weights on the relative intensities of transitions, as well as the associated experiments, became necessary again (see [la] , Sect. IIIc).
b.l. Symmetry, Spin Weights and Intensities [4] The replacement of the two protons (fermions) of normal furazan by deuterium nuclei (/ D = l, bosons) requires the total wavefunction, ^o tal , of d 2 -furazan to be even under the symmetry operation C 2 which simultaneously exchanges two equivalent nitrogens (/ N =l, bosons) and two equivalent deuterium nuclei. This requires the product of rotational and spin parts of f total to be even when the vibrational factor is even under C 2 , and to be odd when the vibrational function is odd. Of the 81 spin functions, which can be formed as products of 9 nitrogen with 9 deuterium spin states, 45 are even under C 2 and the remainder of 36 spin functions is odd. It follows from this that rotational transitions between levels of even symmetry (K_ + K + = even) have to be assigned a weight factor of 5, those of odd rotational symmetry a weight factor of 4, when the vibrational function is even (A-species). The reverse weighting applies when the vibrational function is odd (B-species). These considerations are ^vib. = odd even odd 4 5 summarised in Table 2 . As in the case of normal furazan, relative intensity comparisons [5] between rotationally even and odd transitions within a particular satellite spectrum will therefore allow the determination of the symmetric or antisymmetric nature of the vibrational mode excited. As before [la], the sign of the inertia defect contribution Ö(ID) permits a tentative subdivision of the excited states into "in-plane" (A t . B x ) and "out-of-plane" (A 2 , B 2 ) vibrations.
b.2. Experimental Results
Intensity Measurements under SEM
Relative intensity comparisons between rotationally even and odd transitions were arried out under Stark effect modulation (SEM) [6] within each of the four most intense satellite spectra. The procedure for extracting the vibrational symmetry of states from such experiments has been detailed in the previous paper ([la], Sect. III.c.2). From 3, 3, 4 and 3 pairs of transitions in the case of the satellite spectra now labelled '1', '2', '4', and '6' for consistency with the numbering in normal furazan, unequivocal results were obtained. These indicated that satellites '1' and '4' arise from excitation of antisymmetric modes (B-species), while satellites '2' and '6' stem from symmetric vibrations (A-species). Since the inertia defect contribution, <5 (ID) (see Table 1 ), of all four states had emerged as negative from the rotational analysis, the correlation of'1' and '4' with excitation of the two B 2 modes, and that of'2' and '6' with the two A 2 vibrations (IR inactive) was evident. Subsequent intensity comparisons between these four states and with the G.S. spectrum confirmed this conclusion. The results are included in Table 4 . (The reader may recall that satellite '4', which arises from the state v 14 = 1, was found strongly perturbed in normal furazan [la] . No corresponding anomalies were observed in the d 2 -form).
Due to the presence in the d 2 -sample of normal furazan (~ 5%), but particularly of dj-furazan (~ 15%) with their associated rotational spectra, the selection of pairs of rotationally even and odd transitions which were suitable for the determination of vibrational symmetries from relative intensity measurements under SEM became increasingly difficult. This spectral complexity prompted us to consider the feasibility of relative intensity measurements under double resonance modulation.
Relative Intensity Studies under DRM
The basic condition for relative intensity work in microwave spectroscopy is that of a "flat" (unchanging) response of the instrument over the frequency range of interest. This condition is generally better satisfied when the absorption cell consists of an "empty" section of waveguide (as in DRM) than when the cell contains a Stark septum (as in SEM instruments). Moreover, the probability of either of the signals to be compared being overlapped by a third signal due to a different rotational transition is generally very small under DRM. This is a consequence of the selectivity of the molecular modulation process employed in this technique.
These quite obvious advantages of DRM over SEM spectroscopy (in the latter all signals from all molecular forms, including vibration states and isotopomers, are modulated simultaneously) seem to be counterbalanced by the consideration that a quantitative comparison of DRM signal amplitudes appears meaningful only if both DRM signals are either fully modulated, so that no overlap between the DR lobes and the zero-pump line occurs (which, strictly, is impossible), or if the two signals are modulated to the "same degree". (This term is meant to denote an equal proportion of overlap between the DR lobes and the zero-pump line.) Since the degree of modulation of a DRM signal depends on both the matrix element of the pump transition as well as on the strength of the radiation field available at the pump frequency (for details, see [1 d ] and references quoted there), an equal degree of modulation can normally not be assumed for different DRM signals. This, presumably, is the reason why relative intensity comparisons under DRM have not been considered in the past.
In the present study, in which we were interested in the correlation of a set of vibrational satellites (consisting in the main of the same rotational transitions) with data from IR spectroscopy, the above reserva-tions concerning differing degrees of modulation of DRM signals can be largely cast aside: In comparing the intensity (amplitude) of a particular rotational transition of one satellite spectrum with that of the same rotational transition in another satellite spectrum, the variation of the transition moments of the two (rotationally identical) pump transitions is so minute that it may be disregarded. Consequently, the two DRM signal transitions will be modulated to the same degree, provided the respective pump transitions lie close enough to each other to justify the assumption of equal pump power density at the two pump frequencies. If this latter condition is met, the corresponding DRM signals will provide intensity ratios which are equally meaningful and reliable as those obtained from SEM measurements.
This conclusion has been tested experimentally on six transitions with successive J-values of the sequence of DRM signals arising from the connection JJ -3 4 Jj -2 3 Jj -1 2 the satellites myw labelled '3' and '5'. The relevant information is gathered in Table 3 . The experiment yielded both the vibrational symmetries of these two states as well as their vibrational energy separation on account of the following considerations: If the satellites '3' and '5' had the same vibrational symmetries, pairs of equal rotational transitions in the two states would show a constant intensity ratio for all six J-values. This would immediately yield the vibrational energy separation between '3' and '5' via the Boltzmann law. If, on the other hand, states '3' and '5' have opposite vibrational symmetry (and therefore different spin weights in the pairs with even and odd rotational symmetry), the intensity ratios must alternate for successive J-values. As a little reflection shows, the assumption that state '5' is even and state '3' is odd requires pairs with even J-values (odd rotational symmetry) to give intensity ratios (R 0 ), which are 25/16 times larger than those of pairs with odd J-values. The reverse assumption ('5' = odd, '3' = even) requires pairs of even J-values to yield intensity ratios which are 16/25 times smaller than those of odd J-values.
Inspection of the experimental results in Table 3 shows, firstly, that the intensity ratios alternate with J. This proves that state '3' and '5' have opposite vibrational symmetry. Secondly, since the pairs of odd rotational symmetry (even J-values) have larger intensity ratios than those of even rotational symmetry (odd J-values), it follows that satellite '3' belongs to an antisymmetric excited vibration state (B-species), and that '5' arises from a symmetric vibrational mode (A-species). The intensity ratios, R a and R e for rotationally odd and even transitions, averaged over three J-values in both cases, are seen to conform quite closely with the expectation of 25/16= 1.56 (observed: 1.52). -After the effects of symmetry and spin weights on the measured intensity ratios were properly taken into account, the Boltzmann factor was obtained from even and odd rotational transitions to give an average of 0.747 ± 0.010. This indicated that the antisymmetric vibration '3' lies 61 +4 cm" 1 higher in energy than the symmetric mode '5'. Since the inertia defect contribution (5 (ID) from both vibrations had been ascertained as positive, suggesting "in-plane" modes, it had to be concluded that '3' arises from excitation of a B ! vibration, whereas '5' stems from an A X mode. (The same conclusion had been drawn earlier from one intensity comparison in satellite '5' under SEM.) -Comparison with the IR data [3] left no choice but to correlate '5' with excitation of the mode v 6 at 744 cm 1 and satellite '3' with the mode v 13 at 808 cm -1 . Subsequent intensity comparisons under DRM with the G.S. spectrum and with the four previously correlated satellites were in full agreement with this interpretation. (The reader may recall that the rotation spectrum of the state v 13 = l was found perturbed in normal furazan [la] . No rotational anomalies were observed in the corresponding satellite spectrum in d 2 -furazan.)
Analogous experiments under DRM as described above were carried out on transitions of the satellite spectra now labelled '9', '10' and '11' with equally conclusive results concerning their vibrational symmetries and their mutual energy separations. The most intense ('10') of these three satellites was compared with the G.S. spectrum, as were the satellites '7' and '8', which could be correlated with excitation of the modes v 12 and v 5 , respectively. The weakest satellite ('12') was correlatable with excitation of the mode v 2 at 1401 cm -1 on account of qualitatively similar rotation-vibration constants as those found for that mode in normal furazan and on account of the appropriately small intensity of its rotational transitions. As in the case of normal furazan, deviations of transition frequencies from the rigid rotor pattern were noted in several satellite spectra of d 2 -furazan. Thus, transitions with J-values above J -20 deviate increasingly from expectation to reach discrepancies of up to 20 MHz at the highest observed J-values in the satellite spectra '1' and '4'. Similar effects were noted in the satellite spectra '5' and '6', where the observed transitions with the highest J-values deviate by up to 13 MHz from expectations based on rigid rotor behaviour. In deriving rotational and distortion constants from these four spectra the apparently perturbed high-J transitions were omitted from the least-squares fits to yield the data of Table 1 . The noticeable variation from G.S. values of the distortion constants (which are relatively poorly determined) may be taken as a further manifestation of these small perturbations within the mentioned four satellites.
Persistent deviations from rigid rotor frequencies throughout the entire range of J-values were encountered in the satellites '7' and '8'. However, in contrast to the findings with the Coriolis dyad '3', '4' in normal furazan [1 a] , the deviations from rigid-rotor behaviour in states '7' and '8' of d 2 -furazan range generally around 10 MHz or less (up to 10 GHz in states '3' and '4' of normal furazan). The small magnitude of these deviations allowed these satellite spectra to be investigated up to J-values of 29 and 30 by the usual DRM techniques without excessive effort. -Initial LSQ-fits of all identified transitions of both these spectra resulted in standard deviations of the fits of ~2.5 MHz, with the most prominent incompatibilities occurring not amongst the high J-values, but within the few low-J R-branch transitions of each satellite. The parameters given in Table 1 were obtained by omission from the LSQ-fits of the transitions with the largest frequency deviations and the simultaneous restriction to the J = 1 -»• 2 R-branch transitions. In consideration of these manipulations we feel that the uncertainties quoted for the rotational constants in Table 1 for these states should, realistically, be increased by a factor of at least 10. The distortion constants which resulted from these fits were unacceptably large (1.1-4.2 MHz), of approximately equal magnitude, but of opposite signs in state '7' and '8'.
As is apparent from the quoted constants, the coupling between states '7' and '8' manifests itself in anomalously large changes in opposite directions of the rotational constants C. This indicates, in keeping with Jahn's rule [7] , that the interaction between states '7' and '8' (v 12 and v 5 ) in d 2 -furazan is to be ascribed to Coriolis forces.
d) Summary and Appraisal of Results
In analogy and for comparison with the preceding study on normal furazan [la] , an illustration of the rotationally investigated excited vibration states of d 2 -furazan is presented as Figure 3 . An explanation of the entries in this diagram may be found in the previous paper ([la], Sect. Illd). As is made obvious through the higher "sails" in Fig. 3 , all satellite spectra of d 2 -furazan, including the perturbed pair v 5 = 1 and v 12 = 1 (satellites '7' and '8'), could be investigated up to higher J-values than in normal furazan.
The prediction and subsequent experimental examination of the pure rotation spectra of vibrational overtone and combination levels in d 2 -furazan, as indicated in Fig. 3 , followed the same principles as described previously ([la], Sect. Ille). In duplication of the thoughts outlined there, the contributions from individual modes of vibration to the effective rotational constants and to the inertia defect of d 2 -furazan are presented as Table 5 . Under omission of the uncertain contributions from states '7' and '8' (modes v 12 and v 5 ) Table 5 indicates that the 10 vibrations for which definite results have been obtained lead to an overall reduction of the rotational constants of the (hypothetical) equilibrium geometry of the molecule. If these reductions, X a ;/2, are added to the effective G.S. constants, a set of rotational constants, R[ 10) , is obtained which corresponds to d 2 -furazan molecules in which 10 of the 15 normal modes are "frozen". Conversion of these constants to moments of inertia leads to the conclusion that the five remaining modes (i.e. v 12 , v 5 , v 10 , v 9 , and v l5 for which no data are presently available) contribute +0.315 uÄ 2 to the inertia defect of d 2 -furazan. This is approximately twice as much as in normal furazan. Consideration of the intertia defect contributions, Ö (ID), from the ten modes leads to the same conclusion: While the inertia defect of d 2 -furazan was found as +0.072 uÄ 2 in the G.S. (see Table 1 ), the ten modes studied here lead to a total contribution of -0.246 uÄ 2 , which implies that the unstudied vibrations must jointly contribute + 0.318 uÄ 2 to the inertia of d 2 -furazan.
This rather large contribution re-emphasises the necessity of determining experimentally (i.e. by IR spectroscopy) the inertia defect contributions from the three unstudied vibrations, in particular from the C-D stretching modes at ~ 2300 cm" 1 .
IV. Discussion
The results reported in this paper vindicate the view that the DRM technique allows more molecular information to be extracted from rotational spectroscopy than was considered possible in the past. The data of Table 1 , together with those of Table 2 of the preceding paper, are expected to be of considerable assistance in culling complementary information from the analysis of the high-resolution IR bands of furazan. Figure 4 shows the here relevant sections of the vibrational spectrum of d 2 -furazan vapour, taken on a Bruker IFS 113 v interferometer with a resolution of 0.03 cm"
1 at a sample pressure of 15 Torr. It shows 10 of the 12 vibrational bands which are the subject of the present investigation by rotational spectroscopy. The trace justifies the hope that the majority of the vibrational bands of furazan can be sufficiently resolved and appropriately analysed to yield vibration frequencies to +0.001 cm -1 or better under the 10 times higher resolution of at least 0.003 cm -1 which is nowadays available on commercial IR instruments (e.g. Bruker IFS 120 HR). This task should be greatly facilitated through the use of the rotational information accumulated in this and the preceding study. We are optimistic that the modern, high-resolution IR techniques will allow the presently missing information on the remaining three vibrations of normal and d 2 -furazan to be obtained. This will allow the vibrational effects from C-H and C-D stretching motions to be ascertained quantitatively. In conjunction with the proper analysis of the two different Coriolis dyads in normal and d 2 -furazan, and together with the refined vibration frequencies expected from high-resolution IR spectroscopy, detailed knowledge of all vibrational effects and of the force field in furazan will no doubt emerge. Transitions in italics do not conform with th* rigid-rotor Hamiltonian. P N *P' indicates that a transition was used as DRM pump line without being subsequently remeasured under SEM (Estimated uncertainty: ± 0.3 MHz).
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